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Wartime Atrocities and the Politics of Treason in the ...
politics of retribution Maybe next time My research in China, Taiwan, and Korea was generously supported by an SSRC International Dissertation
Research Fellowship, a Fulbright IIE grant, and …
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Representing Suspects and the Racial Politics of Retribution Joan W Howarth* I INTRODUCTION This Essay is about Ellenor Frutt Annie Dornell,
Joyce Davenport, and other women criminal defense …
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the postwar politics there However, as Benjamin Frommer's insightful study of the retribution process demonstrates, politics did not always de‐
termine retribution's course and often times courts did …
Vicarious Retribution in U.S. Public Support for War ...
vicarious retribution following 9/11 affected US public support for war against Iraq, then a future terrorist attack or national injury also might create
opportunities for leaders to pursue strategically unrelated war agendas Vicarious retribution …
Metaphor, Morality, and Politics Or, Why Conservatives ...
Retribution puts the second principle first As might be expected, different people and different subcultures have different solutions to this dilemma,
some preferring retribution, others preferring absolute goodness In debates over the death penalty, liberals rank Absolute Goodness over
Retribution…
Nationalism and Ethnic Politics The politics of national ...
The politics of national reconciliation: Memory and institutions in German-Czech relations since 1989 Jeffrey S Kopstein a them out of the country
and punished them with the kind of retribution that …
Introduction: resilience and the Anthropocene: the stakes ...
– a matter of chance rather than sign of divine retribution Kant’s solution was to barricade himself behind the fortifications of self-reflective
consciousness – to withdraw from the of the politics and …
BY ORDER OF THE AIR FORCE INSTRUCTION 36-2706 …
AFI36-2706 5 OCTOBER 2010 3 SUMMARY OF CHANGES This publication is a revision and must be completely reviewed This issuance implements
Air Force policy on Military Equal Opportunity (MEO) …
Retribution and the Rule of Law: The Politics of Justice ...
“Retribution and the Rule of Law: The Politics of Justice in Georgia” is a Silk Road Paper published by the Central Asia-Caucasus Institute and Silk
Road Studies Program, Joint Cen-ter The Silk Road …
COMPETENCY, CULPABILITY, AND CAPITAL PUNISHMENT: …
RETRIBUTION OR A SMOKESCREEN FOR RACIAL POLITICS? * Nicole Zagreda INTRODUCTION In May 1985, Vernon Madison was arrested for
the murder of Officer Julius Schulte in Mobil County …
AP COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 2010 …
o Campaigns in Britain are shorter, so there is less opportunity to discuss politics • Difference in rates of signing petitions o Nigerians are
apprehensive about signing documents for fear of retribution o The …
Democracy and Retribution: Transitional Justice and Regime ...
Giovanni Capoccia, Department of Politics and IR, University of Manor Road, Oxford OX1 3UQ, UK Email: giovannicapoccia@politicsoxacuk spond to
a retribution-based, “just deserts” view of …
and 1952 roughly 30,000 Hungarian Jews emigrated (17,000 ...
The politics of retribution in postwar Europe east or west were, to apply an overused and outdated phrase, overdetermined by a whole host of
political and economic concerns, and the scales of …
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(that is, retribution of Evil for Evil,) Men look not at the greatness of the evil past, but the greatness of the good to follow Whereby we are forbidden
to inﬂict punishment with any other design, than for correc …
Fordham International Law Journal
1222 FORDHAM INTERNATIONAL LAW JOURNAL [Vol 33:1221 Rwanda’s four-year civil war, killed at least 25,000–30,000 Hutu civilians3 Those
deaths barely registered amidst the half million or more …
The Power of Positive Sanctions
22 WORLD POLITICS pens of political scientists often slip toward negative sanctions and almost never slip toward positive sanctions No work
published since I945 has had a greater impact on the way …
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